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ON THE BOREL INSEPARABILITY OF GAME TREE LANGUAGES
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The game tree languages an be viewed as an automata-theoreti ounterpart
of parity games on graphs. They witness the stri tness of the index hierar hy of alternating
tree automata, as well as the xed-point hierar hy over binary trees.
We onsider a game tree language of the rst non-trivial level, where Eve an for e that
0 repeats from some moment on, and its dual, where Adam an for e that 1 repeats from
some moment on. Both these sets (whi h amount to one up to an obvious renaming) are
omplete in the lass of o-analyti sets. We show that they annot be separated by any
Borel set, hen e a fortiori by any weakly denable set of trees.
This settles a ase left open by L.Santo anale and A.Arnold, who have thoroughly investigated the separation property within the µ- al ulus and the automata index hierar hies.
They showed that separability fails in general for non-deterministi automata of type Σµn ,
starting from level n = 3, while our result settles the missing ase n = 2.

Abstra t.

Introdu tion
In 1970 Rabin [15℄ proved the following property: If a set of innite trees
both by an
it

existential

and by a

universal

senten e of monadi

an also be dened in a weaker logi , with quanti ation restri ted to

automata-theoreti
its

an be dened

se ond order logi

nite

sets.

then
An

ounterpart of this fa t [15, 12℄ states that if a tree language, as well as

omplement, are both re ognizable by Bü hi automata ( alled

spe ial

in [15℄) then they

are also re ognizable by weak alternating automata. Yet another formulation, in terms of

Πµ2 -term (i.e., with a
µ
pattern νµ) and a Σ2 -term (µν ), then it is also denable by an alternation free term, i.e.,
µ
µ
one in Comp(Π1 ∪ Σ1 ). This last formulation gives rise to a question if the equation
Πµn ∩ Σµn = Comp(Πµn−1 ∪ Σµn−1 )

the

µ-

al ulus [3℄, states that if a tree language is denable both by a

holds on all levels of the xed-point hierar hy. Santo anale and Arnold showed [17℄, rather
surprisingly, that it is not the
expressible by terms in

Πµn

n ≥ 3.
Σµn , but

ase for

and in

They exhibit a series of ambiguous properties,
not in

Comp(Πµn−1 ∪ Σµn−1 ).

On positive side
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however, they dis over a more subtle generalization of Rabin's result, whi h

ontinues to

hold on the higher stages of the hierar hy.

L (large) and S (small) being
U . Consider the following properties.
L and its omplement L̄ are both in L, they are

Let us explain it at a more abstra t level, with

two

lasses of subsets of some universe

Note

Simpli ation. Whenever
also in S .
Separation. Any two disjoint sets L, M ∈ L are separated by some
S (i.e., L ⊆ K ⊆ U − M ).
that (given some L and S ) separation implies simpli ation, but in

versa .

set

K

in

general not

vi e

In topology, it is well known (see, e.g., [11℄) that the separation property holds for

L=
S=

analyti

1

(Σ1 ) subsets of a Polish spa e (e.g.,

{0, 1}ω ),

Borel sets,

L =

but fails for

o-analyti

1

sets (Π1 ) and

S

as above.

On the other hand both

lasses

enjoy the simpli ation property (whi h amounts to the Suslin Theorem).
In this setting, Rabin's result establishes the simpli ation property for

L=
S=
A

µ

Bü hi denable tree languages (Π2 in the xed-point hierar hy),

µ

weakly denable tree languages (Comp(Π1

∪ Σµ1 )).

loser look at the original proof reveals that a (stronger) separation property also holds

for these

lasses.

Santo anale and Arnold [17℄ showed in turn that the separation property holds for

L=
S=

tree languages re ognizable by

non-deterministi

tree languages denable by xed-point terms in

Πµn ,
Comp(Πµn−1 ∪ Σµn−1 ),
automata of level

ase of n ≥ 3. On the negative side, they showed that the separation
L onsisting of tree languages re ognizable by non-deterministi automata
n ≥ 3, leaving open the ase of n = 2. In fa t, their proof reveals that, in

for the remaining
property fails for
of level
the

Σµn ,

for

ase under

onsideration, even a (weaker) simpli ation property fails (see [17℄, se tion

µ
1
2.2.3). As for Σ2 however, the simpli ation property does hold, be ause of Rabin's result .
µ
For this reason, the argument of Santo anale and Arnold annot be extended to the lass Σ2 .
In the present paper, we show that the separation property fails also in this
the missing point in the

ase,

ompleting

lassi ation of [17℄.

We use a topologi al argument and show in fa t a somewhat stronger result, exhibiting
two disjoint languages re ognized by non-deterministi

µ
dition (i.e., Σ2 ), whi h

annot be separated by any

tree automata with

Borel

o-Bü hi

on-

set (in a standard Cantor-like

topology on trees). The languages in question are the so- alled

game tree languages

(of level

(0,1)), whi h were used in [8℄ (and later also in [2℄) in the proof of the stri tness of the
xed-point hierar hy over binary trees.
of the trees labeled in

Eve

{0, 1} × {∃, ∀},

More spe i ally, one of these languages

su h that in the indu ed game (see denition below)

has a strategy to for e only 0's from some moment on. The se ond is the twin

the rst and

onsists

onsists of those trees that

Adam

opy of

has a strategy to for e only 1's from some

moment on.

If a set and its omplement are re ognized by non-deterministi o-Bü hi automata then they are also
both re ognized by alternating Bü hi automata [5℄, and hen e by non-deterministi Bü hi automata, and
hen e are weakly denable [15℄.
1
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The wording introdu ed above diers slightly from the standard terminology of de-

separation property

s riptive set theory, where a

S = {X : X, X̄ ∈ L}
to the latter as to the
erty holds for the

of a

lass

L

means our property with

(see [11℄). To emphasize the distin tion, following [1℄, we will refer

rst separation property .

In this setting, the rst separation prop-

lass of Bü hi re ognizable tree languages, but it fails for the

languages, similarly as it is the

ase of the analyti

vs.

o-analyti

o-Bü hi

sets, mentioned above.

This may be read as an eviden e of a strong analogy between the Bü hi

lass and

Σ11 .

In

fa t, Rabin [15℄ early observed that the Bü hi tree languages are denable by existential
senten es of monadi
the

logi , and hen e analyti . We show however that, maybe surprisingly,

onverse is not true, by exhibiting an analyti

tree language, re ognized by a parity

(Rabin) automaton, but not by any Bü hi automaton.

Note.

The xed-point hierar hy dis ussed above provides an obvious

results, but in the paper we do not rely on the
of relevant

µ-

al ulus

ontext of our

on epts or methods. For denitions

on epts, we refer an interested reader to the work by Santo anale and Arnold [17℄

or, e.g., to [4℄.

1. Basi

on epts

Throughout the paper,

ω

stands for the set of natural numbers.

Σ (or shortly a tree, if
t : {1, 2}∗ → Σ.
à la Cantor on TΣ indu ed by the metri

Metri s on trees. A full binary tree over a nite alphabet

onfusion

does not arise) is represented as a mapping
We

onsider the

lassi al topology

d(t1 , t2 ) =



0
2−n

if
with

n = min{|w| : t1 (w) 6= t2 (w)}

(1.1)

TΣ with this
{0, 1}ω . Indeed, it is enough to x
α : ω → {1, 2}∗ , and a mapping ( ode) C : Σ → {0, 1}∗ , su h that C(Σ) forms
ω is a
anti hain w.r.t. the prex ordering. Then TΣ ∋ t 7→ C ◦ t ◦ α ∈ {0, 1}

It is well-known and easy to see that if
topology is homeomorphi
a bije tion
a maximal

Σ

t1 = t2

otherwise

has at least two elements then

to the Cantor dis ontinuum

desired homeomorphism. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basi
set-theoreti

topology (see, e.g., [11℄). The

ontaining open sets and

losed under

Borel sets

omplement and

over

TΣ

analyti
′

(or

Borel relations
TΣn , for some n,

ountable union. The

are dened similarly, starting with open relations (i.e., open subsets of
onsidered with produ t topology). The

on epts of

onstitute the least family

Σ11 )

sets are those representable by

′

L = {t : (∃t ) R(t, t )}
where

R ⊆ TΣ × TΣ

of analyti

B ⊆ TΣ

if

sets in this

sets. A

o-analyti (or Π11 ) sets are the omplements
mapping f : TΣ → TΣ redu es a tree language A ⊆ TΣ to
omplexity theory, a set L ∈ K is omplete in lass K if all

is a Borel relation. The
ontinuous

f −1 (B) = A.

As in

lass redu e to it.
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tree automaton over trees in TΣ with a
A = hΣ, Q, qI , Tr , rank i, where Q is a nite set
of states with an initial state qI , Tr ⊆ Q×Σ×Q×Q is a set of transitions, and rank : Q → ω
σ
is the ranking fun tion. A transition (q, σ, p1 , p2 ) is usually written q → p1 , p2 .
∗
A run of A on a tree t ∈ TΣ is itself a Qvalued tree ρ : {1, 2} → Q su h that
Non-deterministi

automata. A non-deterministi

parity a

ondition

eptan e

2

is presented as

t(w)

ρ(ε) = qI , and, for ea h w ∈ dom (ρ), ρ(w) → ρ(w1), ρ(w2) is a transition in Tr . A path
P = p0 p1 . . . ∈ {1, 2}ω in ρ is a epting if the highest rank o urring innitely often along
it is even, i.e., lim supn→∞ rank (ρ(p0 p1 . . . pn )) is even. A run is a epting if so are all its
paths. A tree language T (A) re ognized by A onsists of those trees in TΣ whi h admit an
a

epting run.

RabinMostowski index

The

of

an

A

automaton

(min(rank (Q)),
∈ {0, 1}.
alled a Bü hi automaton . Note
is

the

pair

max(rank (Q))); without loss of generality, we may assume that min(rank (Q))
An automaton with the
that a Bü hi automaton a
often.

RabinMostowski index (1, 2) is
t if, on ea h path, some state of rank 2 o

epts a tree

We refer to the tree languages re ognizable by Bü hi automata as to

languages .

The

o-Bü hi languages

are the

3

o-Bü hi ; the

Bü hi (tree)

omplements of Bü hi languages. It is known

that if a tree language is re ognized by a non-deterministi
it is

urs innitely

automaton of index

onverse is not true in general (see the languages

Mi,k

(0, 1)

then

in Example 1.1

below).
Example 1.1. Let

L = {t ∈ T{0,1} : (∃P ) lim sup t(p0 p1 . . . pn ) = 1}
n→∞

This set is re ognized by a Bü hi automaton with transitions

0

q/p → q, T ;
0
q/p → T, q;
with

1

q/p → p, T ;
1
q/p → T, p;

rank (q) = 1 and rank (p) = rank (T ) = 2.

(0/1)

T → T, T ;

Rabin [15℄ showed that its

omplement

L̄

an-

not be re ognized by any Bü hi automaton, but it is re ognizable by an (even deterministi )
automaton of index

(0, 1)
0

0/1 → 0, 0;
This last set

1

0/1 → 1, 1;

rank (i) = i;

for

i = 0, 1.

an be generalized to the so- alled parity languages (with

i ∈ {0, 1})

Mi,k = {t ∈ T{i,...,k} : (∀P ) lim sup t(p0 p1 . . . pn ) is even}
n→∞

whi h are all
languages
sets

Π11
The

o-Bü hi but require arbitrary high indi es [13℄. It

Mi,k

(ex ept for

(i, k) = (0, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2))

are

an also be showed that all

omplete in the

lass of

o-analyti

(see, e.g., [14℄).
lass of languages whi h are simultaneously Bü hi and

hara terizations mentioned in the introdu tion; all these

o-Bü hi has numerous

hara terizations easily imply

that su h sets are Borel (even of nite Borel rank).

Currently most frequently used in the literature, these automata are well-known to be equivalent to
histori ally previous automata with the Muller or Rabin onditions [18℄.
3
It follows, in parti ular, from the equivalen e of the non-deterministi and alternating Bü hi automata [5℄,
mentioned in footnote 1.
2
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Example 1.2. Consider the set

the renaming

L̄ = M0,1

of Example 1.1, and its twin

569

opy obtained by

0 ↔ 1,
′
M0,1
= {t ∈ T{0,1} : (∀P ) lim inf t(p0 p1 . . . pn ) = 1}.
n→∞

′
The sets M0,1 and M0,1 are disjoint,
They

an be separated by a set

K

o-Bü hi and, as we have already noted,
4

of trees , su h that on the

rightmost

Π11

omplete.

bran h, there are

only nitely many 1's

K = {t ∈ T{0,1} : lim sup t(22
. . . 2}) = 0}
| {z
n→∞

(i.e.,
sets

n

′ ). The set K an be presented as a ountable
M0,1 ⊆ K ⊆ T{0,1} − M0,1
[
K=
{t ∈ T{0,1} : (∀n ≥ m) t(22
. . . 2}) = 0}
| {z

m
0
so it is on the level Σ2 (i.e.,
hierar hy

Fσ )

of the Borel hierar hy.

simultaneously Bü hi and

o-Bü hi. Indeed it

automaton with

ondition

0

0/1 → T, 0;

losed

n

an also be seen trough an automata-theoreti
o-Bü hi

union of

(0/1)

1

0/1 → T, 1;

The membership in the Borel

argument by showing that

K

is

an be re ognized by an (even deterministi )

T → T, T ;

rank (i) = i, for i = 0, 1, rank (T ) = 0,

as well as by a (non-deterministi ) Bü hi automaton

(0/1)

q → T, q/p;

(0/1)

0

p → T, p;

T → T, T ;

rank (q) = 1,

We will see in the next se tion that a Borel separation of

rank (p) = rank (T ) = 2.
o-Bü hi languages is not

always possible.

2. Inseparable pair
Let

Σ = {∃, ∀} × {0, 1},
we denote by πi the proje tion on the i th omponent of Σ. With ea h t ∈ TΣ , we asso iate
a game G(t), played by two players, Eve and Adam . The positions of Eve are those nodes
v , for whi h π1 (t(v)) = ∃, the remaining nodes are positions of Adam. For ea h position v ,
it is possible to move to one of its su essors, v1 or v2. The players start in the root and
then move down the tree, thus forming an innite path P = (p0 p1 p2 . . .). The su essor is
sele ted by Eve or Adam depending on who is the owner of the position p0 p1 . . . pn−1 . The
play is won by Eve if

lim sup π2 (t(p0 p1 . . . pn )) = 0
n→∞

i.e., 1 o

urs only nitely often, otherwise Adam is the winner. A strategy for Eve sele ts a

move for ea h of her positions; it is winning if any play
by Eve. We say that Eve

wins

the game

G(t)

onsistent with the strategy is won

if she has a winning strategy. The analogous

on epts for Adam are dened similarly.
A reader familiar with the
the games

G(t)

are a spe ial

parity games

This argument is due to Paweª Milewski.

4

([10℄, see also [18℄) has noti ed of

ase of these (with the index

(0, 1)).

ourse that
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Now let

W0,1 = {t : Eve wins G(t)}
⊆ TΣ −W0,1, onsisting of those trees t, where Adam has a strategy
h guarantees him not only to win in G(t), but also to for e a stronger ondition, namely

′
We also dene a set W0,1
whi

lim inf π2 (t(p0 p1 . . . pn )) = 1.
n→∞

′
lear that W0,1

It should be

omponent) a renaming

Thus, the sets

identi al topologi al and automata-theoreti

W0,1

Let us see that the set

(0, 1); it is enough
ℓ ∈ {0, 1}, the initial

index

to take the states
state

(∀,m)

and

{0, 1} ∪ {T },

with

rank (T ) = 0,

automaton of

and

rank (ℓ) = ℓ,

and transitions

(∃,m)

ℓ → m, m;
m ∈ {0, 1},

0,

properties.

an be re ognized by a non-deterministi

for

with

W0,1 by applying (independently on ea h
′ are disjoint, but have
W0,1 and W0,1

an be obtained from

0 ↔ 1, ∃ ↔ ∀.

(∃,m)

ℓ → m, T ;

Q ∈ {∃, ∀}.

(Q,m)

ℓ → T, m;

Hen e, the sets

W0,1

T → T, T,

and

′
W0,1

are

o-Bü hi ( .f.

the

remark before Example 1.1).
We are ready to state the main result of this paper.
Theorem 2.1.

Proof.

′
The sets W0,1 and W0,1
annot be separated by any Borel set.

The proof relies on the following.

Lemma 2.2.

that

For any Borel set B ⊆ TΣ , there is a ontinuous fun tion fB : TΣ → TΣ , su h
u ∈ B ⇒ fB (u) ∈ W0,1
′
u 6∈ B ⇒ fB (u) ∈ W0,1

Proof.

Note that

fB

is required to redu e simultaneously

We pro eed by indu tion on the
Note rst that if
two trees

t ∈ W0,1

omplexity of the set

B is lopen (simultaneously
′ , and dene f by
t′ ∈ W0,1
B

B

to

W0,1

and

TΣ − B

B.

to

′ .
W0,1

losed and open) then it is enough to x

and

u ∈ B ⇒ fB (u) = t
u 6∈ B ⇒ fB (u) = t′
Also note that, by symmetry of the sets
laim for the

omplement

TΣ − B .

W0,1

and

(Spe i ally,

′ , the laim for B readily implies the
W0,1
fB ′ is obtained by omposing fB with a

suitable renaming.)
Finally note that the spa e

TΣ ≈ {0, 1}ω

has a

ountable basis

onsisting of

lopen sets.

omplete the proof, it remains to settle the indu tion step for B =
B
.
Assume
that
we have already the redu tions fBn satisfying the laim, for n < ω .
n
n<ω
Given u ∈ TΣ , we onstru t a tree fB (u), by labeling the rightmost path by (∃, 1), and
n
letting a subtree in the node 2 1 be fBn (u) (see Figure 1). In symbols,

S

Then, in order to

fB (u)(2n )
= (∃, 1)
fB (u)(2n 1v) = fBn (u)(v), for n < ω, v ∈ {1, 2}∗ .
Sin e all the fun tions

u ∈ Bm ,

for some

and turn left in

m,

2m ,

fBn

are

ontinuous, the resulting

fB

is

ontinuous as well. Now, if

then Eve has an obvious winning strategy: follow the rightmost path

then use the winning strategy on the subtree

indu tion hypothesis.

fBm (u),

whi h exists, by
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Figure 1: Indu tion step for

If, however,

(∀n) u 6∈ Bn

then Adam

riterion, required in the denition of
of the subtrees

fBn (u)
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S

n Bn .

an win the game with the stronger winning

′ .
W0,1

Indeed, he

an do so as soon as Eve enters any

(by indu tion hypothesis), but he also wins if Eve remains forever on

the rightmost path.
This proves the

laim for

We are ready to

C,

fB ,

and thus

omplete the proof of the theorem. Suppose that there is a Borel set

′ .
W0,1 ⊆ C ⊆ TΣ − W0,1

su h that

ompletes the proof of the lemma.

The

laim of the lemma immediately implies that

u ∈ B ⇒ fB (u) ∈ C
u 6∈ B ⇒ fB (u) ∈ TΣ − C.
Thus any Borel set

B

over

TΣ

is redu ible to

C,

but this is

learly impossible, as it would

ontradi t the stri tness of the Borel rank hierar hy in the Cantor dis ontinuum

{0, 1}ω

(see,

e.g., [11℄).
Sin e the sets

(0, 1),

W0,1

and

′
W0,1

Theorem 2.1 settles the

are re ognizable by non-deterministi

ase of

n = 2,

the failure of separation property for non-deterministi

Comp(Πµn−1

∪

Σµn−1 ).

automata of type

In the terminology introdu ed at the end of introdu tion, we
Corollary 2.3.

property.
This may be

automata of index

missing in Se tion 2.2.3 of [17℄, devoted to

Σµn

and the

lass

an state the following.

The lass of o-Bü hi tree languages does not have the rst separation
ontrasted with the positive result of [15℄. As we have mentioned in the

introdu tion, Rabin's original proof essentially shows this property for the
languages, although it is not expli itly stated there. For the sake of
the argument below, following

losely the

µ-

lass of Bü hi tree

ompleteness, we sket h

al ulus version of [3℄ (based on the original

proof of [15℄).
Theorem 2.4 (Rabin).

Proof.

Let

A

and

B

The lass of Bü hi tree languages has the rst separation property.

be two non-deterministi

Bü hi automata, su h that

a epting states (of the orresponding automaton).
{1, 2}∗ with respe t to the prex ordering
Y > X if Y lies below X , i.e., (∀y ∈ Y ) (∃x ∈ X) y > x. It
a Bü hi automaton is a epting if, for ea h ut X , there is a

We will refer to the states of rank 2 as to
A

ut

≤.

For two

(of a tree) is a nite maximal anti hain in
uts

X, Y

we let

is easy to see that a run

ρ

of

T (A) ∩ T (B) = ∅.

572
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(∀y ∈ Y ) rank (ρ(y)) = 2). We indu tively
Kqn , for ea h state q of A, and n ≥ 0.
0
The set Kq onsists of all trees t whi h admit some run (not ne essarily a epting) of
A starting from q (q -run, for short). The set Kqn+1 omprises those trees t, whi h admit
′
′
a q -run ρ, su h that, for ea h ut X , there exists a ut X > X , and a run ρ , with the
ut

Y > X,

labeled by the a

epting states (i.e.,

dene a sequen e of tree languages

following properties:

• ρ′ agrees with ρ until the ut X ,
• all states in ρ′ (X ′ ) are a epting,
• (∀v ∈ X ′ ) , the subtree of t rooted in v (in symbols t.v ) belongs to Kpn , where
p = ρ′ (v).
n
It follows by indu tion on n that T (A) ⊆ Kq , where qI is the initial state of A. Now let
I
nA and nB be the numbers of states of A and B , respe tively, and let M = 2nA ·nB + 1. We
M
M
laim that Kq separates T (A) and T (B). We already know that T (A) ⊆ Kq . For the sake
I
I
M
′
of ontradi tion, suppose that t ∈ Kq ∩ T (B), and let ρ be an a epting run of B on t.
I
M
′
Using the indu tive denition of Kq , we an onstru t a sequen e of uts X1 < X1 <
I
′
. . . < XM < XM , and a run ρ of A on t, su h that
• (∀i ≤ M ) all states in ρ(Xi ) are a epting,
M −i
• (∀i ≤ M, ∀v ∈ Xi ) t.v ∈ Kρ(v)
,
′
• (∀i ≤ M ) all states in ρ (Xi′ ) are a epting.
By the hoi e of M , there exist 1 ≤ k < ℓ ≤ M , su h that
{(ρ(u), ρ′ (u)) : u ∈ Xk } = {(ρ(v), ρ′ (v)) : v ∈ Xℓ }
Note that, by

onstru tion,

Xk < Xk′ < Xl
with all states in
an

ρ′ (Xk′ )

a

epting.

Hen e, by a standard tree-pumping argument, we

onstru t a new tree along with two a

epting runs:

by

A

and by

B,

ontradi ting

T (A) ∩ T (B) = ∅.
It remains to show that the language

KqMI

is both Bü hi and

stru tion of two Bü hi automata would be somewhat
any of the

hara terizations of this interse tion

o-Bü hi. A dire t

umbersome, but one

lass mentioned above. In the proof given

n
in [3℄, it is shown that the sets Kq are denable in the alternation-free
familiar with monadi
in its
a

weak

se ond-order logi

on-

an use here

µ-

al ulus. A reader

an easily see that these languages are denable

fragment, i.e., with quantiers restri ted to nite sets. This is enough as well,

ording to the

hara terization given by Rabin [15℄.

3. Broken analogy
A reader familiar with des riptive set theory may think of another inseparable pair of
re ognizable tree languages, indu ed by a

lassi al example ([11℄, se tion 33.A). We will

explain why it would not be useful for our purpose. Let us now
i.e., subsets

T ⊆ ω∗

Cantor dis ontinuum
its

hara teristi

losed under initial segments. They

{0, 1}ω

ι : ω → ω∗
fT (n) = 1 i ι(n) ∈ T .

by xing a bije tion

fun tion, given by

onsider non-labeled trees,

an be viewed as elements of the
and identifying a tree
In parti ular, we

T

with

an dis uss
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P ∈ ωω

topologi al properties of sets of su h trees. As before,
nite prexes of

P

are in

T.

UB

Both sets are known to be

is a path in a tree

T

if all

Let

= {T : T
= {T : T

WF
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Π11 -

has no innite path
has

exa tly one

}

innite path

}

omplete, although the membership of UB in

Π11

is not

obvious, and is the subje t of one of Lusin's theorems (Theorem 18.11 in [11℄). WF and UB
are also known to be inseparable by Borel sets ([11℄, se tion 35, see also [6℄). Now, it is not
di ult to en ode these sets as languages of labeled binary trees, whi h turn out to be
re ognizable by parity automata. In [14℄ a
show that the latter set is

omplete in

Π11

= {t ∈ T{0,1} :

UBbin

ontinuous redu tion of WF to

P
lim supn→∞ t(p0 p1 . . . pn ) = 1}

onstru t a non-deterministi

automaton a

epting this language; one

assure that this automaton is non-ambiguous, i.e., for ea h a
a

epting run. From

onsiderations above, one

Proof.

Let us

The language

UBbin

an also

epted tree, has exa tly one

an dedu e that the sets

inseparable by Borel languages. However, the language UBbin is not
Proposition 3.1.

was used to

there is exa tly one path
with

It is easy to

M0,1

(Example 1.1 above). Let

T0,1

and UBbin are

o-Bü hi.

is re ognizable and analyti , but not Bü hi.

all a path with innitely many 1's

bad .

So the above language

onsists of

trees that have either none or at least two bad paths. Rabin [15℄ shows that the language

T0,1

(no bad paths)

annot be re ognized by a Bü hi automaton, by

tree whi h by pumping argument
(mistakingly a

an be transformed to a tree with

epted by the hypotheti al automaton). So this

to the language UBbin without any

onstru ting a

exa tly one

orre t

bad path

lassi al argument applies

hanges.

As we have argued in the introdu tion, this example somehow breaks the analogy between the

lass of Bü hi re ognizable tree languages and that of analyti

that the topologi al
related, do not always

omplexity, and the automata-theoreti

sets. It turns out

omplexity, although

losely

oin ide.

4. Con lusion
The automata-theoreti
nisti

hierar hies, in parti ular the index hierar hies for non-determi-

and alternating tree automata, are studied be ause of the issues of expressibility and

omplexity. Typi ally, the higher the level in the hierar hy, the higher the expressive power
of automata, but also the

omplexity of the related algorithmi

problems (like emptiness

or in lusion). On e the stri tness of the hierar hy is established [7, 8℄, the next important
problem is an

ee tive simpli ation ,

a tree language) in the hierar hy.

i.e., determining the exa t level of an obje t (e.g.,

The problem is generally unsolved (see [9℄ for a re ent

development in this dire tion). One may expe t that a better understanding of stru tural
properties of the hierar hy

an bring a progress also in this problem. We believe that ideas

oming from des riptive set theory, like separation and redu tion properties, uniformization,
or

ompleteness,

an be helpful here.

The inseparable pairs of
in lude the set of all

o-analyti

sets are

ommon in mathemati s. Natural examples

ontinuous realvalued fun tions on the unit interval

everywhere dierentiable together with the set of all

[0, 1]

whi h are

ontinuous realvalued fun tions on
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[0, 1]

the unit interval

whi h are not dierentiable in exa tly one point, but as in this

other examples usually ree t the same pattern of WF

vs.

UB ( .f. [6℄). In

pair presented in Se tion 2 is very symmetri : the two sets are
symboli

omplete (in the sense of Wadge) with respe t to all
ertain symmetri
pair

opies of ea h other up to a

renaming. Re ently, Saint Raymond [16℄ established that the pair WF

the proof he uses an interesting example of another

′ ,
W0,1 , W0,1

oanalyti

omplete

UB is

pair, whi h exhibits

properties. Building on his results, in subsequent work, we show that the

has an analogous

ompleteness property.
o-Bü hi

the xed-point hierar hy) while, by Rabin results [15℄, it holds for the Bü hi
this we have also settled a missing

ase in a

However, these authors were interested in the

µ
aptured by Comp(Πn−1

∪

µ

lass (Σ2 in

µ
lass (Π2 ). By

lassi ation by Santo anale and Arnold [17℄.

relative

separation property (as explained in

our introdu tion), as they primarily wanted to nd if the

n ≥ 3,

vs.

pairs in the Cantor set. In

oanalyti

Our example shows that the rst separation property fails for the

be ee tively

ase,

ontrast, our

Σµn−1 ). As this

ambiguous lass Πµn ∩ Σµn

an

oin iden e turned out to fail for

it is meaningful to ask if the status of the rst separation property established for

the Bü hi/ o-Bü hi

lasses,

two disjoint sets denable in

ontinues to hold for the higher-level

Πµn

Πµn /Σµn .
Πµn ∩ Σµn .

lasses

an always be separated by a set in

That is, if
(A similar

question for

Σµn , with expe

whi h may

hallenge for a better understanding of the topologi al stru ture of re ognizable

languages above

ted answer negative.) In our opinion, it is an interesting problem,

Π11 ∪ Σ11 .
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